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Saturn “Satan”  
Birthed out of Virgo 

on NOVEMBER 11, 2011  

( 11 -11 - 11 ) 

 

Full Moon 

on NOVEMBER 10, 2011  

The Eve of the 11th 

Thursday 

 

Libra Configuration 

EVERY NOVEMBER 11  

The Sun is at the ‘Crown’ of 

the Scales in Libra on the 

Ecliptic.  
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New Moon  October  26 2011 

Full Moon  November 10 2011 

New Moon  November  25 2011 

New Moon  December 24 2011 

SolarSystemScope.com 

3 PLANETARY ALIGNMENTS MATH 

on NOVEMBER 11, 2011  
 

 

 

 

 

 

Neptune - Venus - Saturn (3 Planets) or  1, 2, 3 [ 1 x 2 x 3 = 6 ] 

 

Uranus - Earth - Mars       (3 Planets) or   1, 2, 3 [ 1 x 2 x 3 = 6 ] 

 

Venus - Mercury - Earth   (3 Planets) or   1, 2, 3 [ 1 x 2 x 3 = 6 ] 
 

= 666 

 IMMORTALS MOVIE 

Theseus (Redeemer) is a mortal man chosen by Zeus to lead the fight against the 

ruthless King Hyperion (Satan), who wants to obtain a weapon to destroy humanity. 

Hyperion, a Titan declares war on humanity. He searches for the Epirus Bow, a  

legendary weapon created by the war god Ares (Mars) which will allow him to free the 

rest of the Titans from Tartarus and take revenge on the Olympians (Heaven) who 

brought about their downfall. It is literally be taken out from the very pages of the Book  

of Revelation12:7.  
 

 

 

The place the TITANS or Fallen Angels are kept is in the form of a “Black Box”...exactly 

like that of the Islamic Ka’aba. Coincidentally the Ka’aba is encompassed by a reversed 

6 layout and surrounded by 3 pairs of minarets making a 11-11-11 pattern. From David 

Flynn’s research, the Ka’aba is exactly 666 nautical miles from the Temple Mount of 

Jerusalem. Here are some of the key saying from the movie trailer:  
 

 

 

- “Before Man roamed the Earth, there was war in Heaven…” 

- “The vanquished were renamed Titans,  

- & forever imprisoned in the bowels of Mt. Tartarus”  

- “King Hyperion & his legions seek to unleash the Titans & wage war upon this world.”  

 

1111 THE MOVIE  

This movie portray the unleashing of the “Pit” all those demons by the Prince of 

Demons, Apollyon (Satan) that the Book of Revelation 9:1-11 states will happen on 

Earth.  

 

-“Something’s coming through”... “your Attack happened” 

- “It’s a time of Death”... “It’s an activation”... “It’s Unholy”…  

- “It’s an initiation”... “They’re Here” 
 

 

 

11/11/11 MOVIE SYNOPSIS 

“Jack and Melissa are frightened by their son's bizarre and violent behavior; they 

soon learn that he is the GATEWAY to the Apocalypse, and it will happen on his birth-

day, 11-11-11.” 

US HUNDRED DOLLAR BILL 

Many researchers have speculated for years what the significance of the time on the 

reverse side of the US 100 Dollar Bill might mean. For one, if the time is 2:22 PM, 

and not 4:20PM then it can be translated into roman numerals. The Roman numerals 

would be: II:II:II or 11-11-11. Thus 2:22PM = [11 - 11 - 11].  

On Nov 11, 2011 

11-11-11 DOOR OF DRAGON OPENING 
The purpose of this illustration is to ascertain the possibilities of the 11-11-11 date/event as pertaining to celestial Open Doors. Such could perhaps be the coming of an exchange and point of transformation. Some of these variables are purely speculative in nature or from Science Fiction movies that are based on Greek mythology –coincidentally being released on 

11-11-11. Other elements are taken from an esoteric world point of view, while others are taken from astrological scientific facts and figures. To many, regardless of the perspectives, dates like Nov 11, 2011 appears to be a special date and time where an anticipated transference and transformation between the spirit and the physical realm occur. Mainly, that a 

‘Portal’ or ‘Open Door to Heaven; an Exchange, an Unleashing, a Birthing is about to take place. Biblically speaking, one aspect of where Humanity is at in terms of this coming human transformation, i.e., the Rapture can possibly be tied to the birth pangs the Earth is going through presently with the various anomalies. Many around the world agree that Earth is 

goring through some sort of ‘birth canal’ transformation as if contracting to a ‘birth’. Allowing for this symbolism, a date like 11-11-11, allude to a time when heads will ‘crown’ - a bursting through and birthing is expected to occur of ‘Some One’ -as in the Church on Earth. Many of these dates and numbers are tied to astronomical time. For example, Saturn is ‘birthed’ 

on 11-11-11 out of Virgo. Of interest, when such numbers like 11-11-11 occur, a world-wide convergence of people is also set to occur to initiate a vibration of SOUND to go out around the Planet for the new state of being to occur.  

ECLIPSE 

Partial Solar Eclipse 

November 25, 2011 

11-11-11 Codes in the Occult Movies 


